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OFFICER/EMPLOYEE LIST
Officer/Employee List
Application: NDA 022406

The following officers or employees of FDA participated in the decision to approve this application and consented to be identified on this list:

Baugh, Denise
Bhatnagar, Upasana
Bridges, Todd
Brown, Janice
Bullock, Julie
Cato, Marcus
Choi, Young-Moon
Chopra, Yash M
Cooper, Charles
Crich, Joyce
Dvorsky, James
Farrell, Ann T
Feibus, Karen
Harlow, Patricia
Jee, Josephine
Kane, Robert
Laniyonu, Adebayo
Leaman, Diane
Lu, Min
Leutzinger, Eldon
Mathis, Lisa
Misra, Satish
Newman, Tyree
Pope Miksinki, Sarah
Papoian, Thomas
Robie Suh, Kathy M
Rochester, George
Robottom, Suzanne Berkman
Rothmann, Mark D
Saber, Haleh
Senior, John R
Thompson, Susan
Wang, Yaning
Yap, John